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Studies in the Verbal Morphology of Soqotri II:

Weak and Geminated Roots in the Basic Stem*

V. Naumkin, M. Bulakh, D. Cherkashin, L. Kogan,

A. Issa, I. Gumaan, M. Mohammed

0 Introduction

The present article continues the investigation of the Soqotri verbal mor-
phology undertaken by the Russian-Soqotri eldwork team.

The article focuses on the so-called “weak” and “geminated” roots in the
basic stem. Roots in which the slot of the second or third radical is occupied
by the “weak” consonants y, w or will be referred to as “weak roots”.
Roots in which the second and the third radicals are identical will be re-
ferred to as “geminated roots”.

The investigation is based on the analysis of full paradigms (perfect, im-
perfect and jussive) of more than 170 “weak” and “geminated” Soqotri
verbs, most of them occurring in NAUMKIN et al. 2014a (hereafter CSOL I)
and the Vienna corpus. The weak verbs have been arranged into separate
classes according to the structure of the root (the position and the type of
the weak consonant).

One has to stress from the onset that a great deal of uctuation between
some classes dealt with in this article has been observed. Firstly, one verbal
root can employ two alternative paradigms belonging to two di erent clas-
ses. One of these paradigms may be defective, with certain slots lled with
forms from the other paradigm. Secondly, a verb clearly belonging to one
class can, in some positions of the paradigm, employ doublet forms bor-
rowed from another class. Thirdly, one verbal root can employ a mixed par-
adigm which combines forms from di erent classes.

* Russian Sate University for the Humanities, Miusskaya pl.6, 125993, Moscow,
Russia. Our work on this article has bene ted from the grants 14-04-00277
(RFH/ ) and 15-06-07613 (RFBR/ ).
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Not unlike the strong verbs, the weak and geminated verbs distinguish
between active and inactive types of conjugation, the most persistent fea-
ture of the inactive type being the vowel -i- in the 3 sg. f. base of the per-
fect.

In the “geminated” verbs and in the majority of “weak” verbs, the same
bases of perfect, imperfect and jussive are distinguished as in the strong
verb (NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 27, 35, 41). However, in some classes of
weak verbs one base is used for 3 sg. m. and 3 pl. f. and another base for 1
and 2 persons in the perfect (see Sections 1.1.1, 2.2, 3 below). In some clas-
ses, the 3 sg. m. base coincides with the 3 pl. m. base (see Sections 1.1.1,
1.2 (inactive type), 2.2, 3). In some classes of weak verbs 3 sg. f. and 3 du.
m. are derived from di erent bases: 3 sg. f. can be derived from the 3 sg. m.
base (and be identical to 3 sg. m.). The base from which 3 du. m. is derived
will be labeled as 3 du. m. throughout the present article (in NAUMKIN et
al. 2014b, this base is referred to as 3 sg. f. since in the strong verbs, 3 sg. f.
and 3 du. m. are always identical).

In most classes, there are a few verbs which, in addition to the features
characteristic of the corresponding class, display vocalic alternations trig-
gered by one of the root consonants. These phenomena are basically the
same as in the strong verb.

The transcription in the article follows the principles adopted in NAUM-
KIN et al. 2014b: predominantly phonemic rather than phonetic represen-
tation (allophones are recorded in some speci c cases only). The symbol l,
unless followed by i, stands for the “emphatic” and di ers from the palatal
(“Arabic-like”) l’ (more details see NAUMKIN et al. 2014a: 12–13).

1 Weak verbs with nal weak consonant

The nal weak consonant can be or y. The nal consonant surfaces in the
3 du. m. base of the perfect, imperfect and jussive, although for many verbs
the informants admit doublet forms with both and y. The nal can also
appear in the 1 sg. base of the perfect (before the consonantal ending)
and/or in the 1 pl. of the perfect (intervocalically).

In the majority of bases, the nal consonant does not surface. As a result,
these bases display vocalic endings.

The distinction between active and inactive types is drawn in the perfect
and in the imperfect, but not in the jussive. Moreover, the jussive paradigms
of the C1C2y and C1C2 classes are identical in all positions except for the
dual forms. In the latter case, either y or is displayed as the last radical,
depending on the verbal class; still, many verbs belonging to the C1C2 class
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exhibit doublet forms borrowed from C1C2y.1 Thus, even in the dual the dis-
tinction between the two classes is blurred.

For the verb ti to grow weak’ a special paradigm of the jussive is attest-
ed (cf. 1.1.2.3).

1.1 Class C1C2y

1.1.1 Class C1C2y, active type

In the C1C2y class three distinct bases can be distinguished in the perfect:

(I) the 3 sg. m. base (from which also the 3 sg. f., 3 pl. m. and 3 pl. f. forms
are derived)

(II) the 3 du. m. base (from which also the 3 du. f. form is derived)

(III) the 1 sg. base (from which all other forms of the 1 and 2 persons are
derived).

3 sg. m. (= 3 sg. f.) 3 du. m. 1 sg.

perfect C1eC2e C1eC2a/ y C1oC2i

In the imperfect and jussive, the same set of bases is employed as in the
regular verbs:

(I) The 3 sg. m. base, from which the forms of 3 sg. f., 3 pl. f., 2 sg. m.,
2 pl. f., 1 sg. and 1 pl. are derived.

(II) The 3 du. m. base, from which all other dual forms are derived.

(III) The 3 pl. m. base, from which the forms of 2 pl. m. and 2 sg. f. are
derived.

3 sg. m. 3 du. m. 3 pl. m.

imperfect C1oC2/C1eC2 C1C2 y/C1 C2/C1eC2 C1oC2e/C1eC2

jussive C1C2 C1C2 y C1C2e

Full inventories of forms belonging to the active type of the C1C2y class will
be exempli ed by the verbs deme to sleep’ (imperfect yedom) and rese to
tie’ (imperfect yeres/yeros).

1 In the verbs yhode to calm down’ and kefe/kfe to be enough’, only forms with -
nal y are attested; of these, kefe/kfe can also be conjugated after the C1C2y pat-
tern.
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perfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 deme deme dem yo demey to/dem to deme deme

rese rese res yo resey to/reseto rese rese

2 domik domi dom ki dom ken

rosik rosi ros ki ros ken

1 domik dom ki domin

rosik ros ki rosin

imper-
fect

sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 yédom tédom yed m yo ted m yo yedome tedomin

yeres/yeros teres/teros yer s yo/
yer so

ter s yo/
ter so

yeres/
yerose

terosin

2 tedom tedomi ted m yo tedome tedomin

teres/teros teris/terosi ter s yo/ter so teres/terose terosin

1 edom ed m yo nedom

eres/ eros er s yo/ er so neres/neros

jussive sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 lidm tedm lidm yo tedm yo lidme tedm y n/tedm yn/
tedm n

lirs ters lirs yo ters yo lirse ters y n/ters yn/
ters n/

2 tedm tedm tedm yo tedme tedm y n/tedm yn/
tedm n

ters ters ters yo terse ters y n/ters yn/ters n

1 ledm ledm yo nedm

lers lers yo ners
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1.1.1.1 The paradigm of the perfect

In three verbs, doublet forms of the 1 sg. base are recorded (C1eC2e bor-
rowed from C1C2 , inactive type, alongside the regular base C1oC2i): tebe to
moo, to low’ — tobik/tebek, sele to follow’ — solik/selek to follow’ (cf.
1.1.1.5 for ese/ se to take, to accept’).

In 3 du. f., the ending is attached either to the nal y (base C1 C2 y) or to
a truncated base (C1 C2 or C1eC2). The base C1 C2 y is always followed by
the ending - to, whereas after the truncated bases C1 C2 and C1eC2 the end-
ings to and -eto are allowed (for many verbs, each of the three variants is
recorded). Interestingly, no syncope of the vowel of the ending is recorded
in the surroundings demanding such a syncope (NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 52–
53): be e to weep’ — 3 du. f. be eto (not *be to).

1.1.1.2 The paradigm of the imperfect

1.1.1.2.1 The vowel of the 3 sg. m. base

The choice between the vowels o and e in the 3 sg. m. base of the imperfect
is lexically determined; in some verbs, there is free variation between o and
e in this position.

The following verbs belonging to the active type of the class C1C2y have
o in the imperfect: bede to tell lies’ — yebod, bene to build’ — yebon, be e to
weep’ — yebo , dele to weigh’ — yedol, deme to sleep’ — yedom, fele/f le to
seek; to delouse’ — yefol, fse to lunch’ — yefos, rene to curse’ — yeron, e e
to run’ — ye o .

The following verbs have been recorded only with e in the imperfect:
e e to harm, to hurt’ — ye e , fede to help, to provide abundantly’ —

yefed, fe e to dress oneself’ — yefe , sebe to transfer one’s family temporari-
ly to another place’ — yeseb, tebe to moo, to low’ — yeteb.

The following verbs exhibit free variation between e and o: gere to look
for’ — yeger/yegor, yhele to shut in a calf’ — yeyhel/yeyhol, yhene to plant’ —
yeyhen/yeyhon, yha e to irrigate’ — yeyhe /yeyho , ede to carry’ — ye ed/
ye od, le to go down’— ye el/yo ol, kefe/kfe to be enough’ — yekef/
yekof, re e to take one’s livestock to upper areas’ — yere /yero , rese to
tie’ — yeres/yeros, sefe/sfe to cleanse’ — yesef/yesof, sele to follow’ — yesel/
yesol, ese/ se to take, to accept’ — ye es/ye os.

In the following verbs, the vowel of the imperfect is a, obviously as a re-
sult of the vowel alternation o > a after an emphatic or before a guttural in
a closed syllable (cf. NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 53): *be e to bleat’ — *yeba ,
ale to roast’ — ye al, ane to feed’ — ye an, are to hide’ — ye ar, a e

to cut o ’ — ye a .
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In the rest of the active verbs of the class C1C2y, the imperfect base is
neither C1oC2 nor C1eC2. This includes the majority of the verbs with the gut-
tural as C2 (on which v. 1.1.1.4), as well as the verb ske to seek’ in which
the imperfect paradigm is borrowed from other conjugational classes (sub-
classes): impf. yesoki/yesoke. The form yesoki is borrowed from the inactive
type of the C1C2y class, the form yesoke is borrowed from the active type of
the C1C2 class. This verb can be said to have a mixed paradigm: the perfect
from the C1C2y class active, the imperfect from the C1C2y inactive/C1C2 ac-
tive.

In three verbs, alongside the regular forms of the imperfect, doublet
forms are used, borrowed from the C1C2y inactive type: re e to take one’s
livestock upwards’ — impf. yere /yero /yero i and e e to harm, to hurt’ —
imperfect ye e /ye o i (cf. further 1.1.1.5 for ese/ se to take, to accept’).

In verbs with the rst radical labial or emphatic, the vowel of the pre x
te-, when stressed, may be realized as ö: töbo she weeps’ (cf. yebo he
weeps’), tö am she dies’ (cf. ye am he dies’), cf. NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 31–
32 for this phenomenon elsewhere.

1.1.1.2.2 The 3 du. m. base

In the 3 du. m. of the imperfect, the base C1 C2 y is the most common one.
However, quite a number of verbs exhibit forms derived from the base C1 C2

or C1eC2, mostly as doublets to forms derived from C1 C2 y, e.g. gere to look
for’ — impf. 3 du. m. yeg r yo/yeg ro, sebe to transfer one’s family tempo-
rarily to another place’ — impf. 3 du. m. yes b yo/yesebo, yhele to shut in a
calf’ — yeyh l yo/yeyh lo.

1.1.1.2.3 The 3 pl. m. base

There are two bases of the 3 pl. m. imperfect: C1oC2e and C1eC2. The choice
between these two bases is lexically determined. The base C1eC2 is less wide-
spread and mostly occurs alongside the C1oC2e base: deme to sleep’ — impf.
3 sg. m. yedom — 3 pl. m. yedome, but rese to tie’ — impf. 3 sg. m. yeros/
yeres — 3 pl. m. yeres/yerose, yhene to plant’ — impf. 3 sg. m. yeyhen/
yeyhon — 3 pl. m. yeyhen/yeyhone.

1.1.1.3 The paradigm of the jussive

For the verb e e to harm, to hurt’, alongside the expected li a, a bisyllabic
jussive form li a a has been recorded.

1.1.1.4 Verbs with the second radical guttural

The following verbs with the second radical guttural belonging to the active
type of the C1C2y class have been recorded: be e to bleat (a sheep)’, e e to
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open’, lehe/l h to bleat’, le e/l to join a kid to a goat other than its
mother for suckling’, nehe to burn (intr.); to be hot, warm’, re e to pasture
(tr.)’, re e to lick’, ze e to take’, e e to run’.

These verbs display a few deviations from the standard paradigm. In the
perfect, they exhibit the 1 sg. base C1aC2ay (unstressed ay sometimes con-
tracted to i). In the imperfect, only two verbs display the monosyllabic
3 sg. m. base usual for this class: e e to run’ — ye o , be e to bleat
(sheep)’ — teba . The majority have a special 3 sg. m. base C1a/ C2a/ .

Besides, the usual rules of vocalic changes in the neighborhood of the
gutturals apply. This includes the rules of choice between the allophones a
and and the rules of the vocalic assimilation (cf. NAUMKIN et al. 2014b:
50–51, 52).

The sample paradigm of the verb re e to lick’ looks as follows:

perfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 re e re e ra ayo ra ay to/re eto re e re e

2 ra ayk/ra ik ra ay /ra i ra ayki ra ayken

1 ra ayk/ra ik ra ayki ra ayn/ra in

imperfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 yera a tera a yera ayo tera ayo yere e tera an/tera ayn

2 tera a teri i tera ayo tere e tera an/tera ayn

1 era a era ayo nera a

jussive sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 lir a ter a lir ayo ter ayo lir e ter an/ter ayn

2 ter a ter ter ayo ter e ter an/ter ayn

1 ler a ler ayo ner a
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1.1.1.5 Conjugation of the verbs with the syncope of the rst vowel

The following verbs belonging to the class C1C2y, active type, can syncopate
the rst vowel e (on the conditions for the syncope v. NAUMKIN et al.
2014b: 31): fse to lunch’, kefe/kfe to be enough’, sefe/sfe to cleanse’, ske to
look for’, ese/ se to take, to accept’. All these verbs are characterized by a
special 1 sg. base of the perfect, namely, C1C2 y: fse to lunch’ — 1 sg. fs yk.
In the majority of verbs, the base C1C2 y is used alongside the regular base
C1oC2i: sefe/sfe to cleanse’ — 1 sg. sf yk/so k, kefe/kfe to be enough’ —
1 sg. kf yk/ko k.

The verb ese/ se to take, to accept’, apart from this feature, is character-
ized by doublet forms of 3 du. m. and 1 sg. perfect bases and of imperfect:
3 du. m. perfect eso/ so (perhaps borrowed from the paradigm of “hollow”
verbs or “geminated” verbs, cf. 2.2, 3; the regular se is less frequently
used), 1 sg. perfect esek (borrowed from the inactive paradigm), imperfect
ye osi (borrowed from the inactive paradigm).

1.1.1.6 Vocalic alternations in the vicinity of an emphatic

If the rst or the second radical is an emphatic, the vowel e of the rst sylla-
ble of the 3 sg. m. base of the perfect tends to shift to a/ (the lateral ap-
proximant l behaves as an emphatic in this respect, cf. NAUMKIN et al.
2014b: 29, 37, 53): yha e to irrigate’, yhele/yh le to shut in a calf’, fele/f le
to seek; to delouse’, le to go down’, ale to roast’, ane to feed’, are to
hide’, a e to cut o ’. This shift is, however, far from universal, cf. e e to
harm, to hurt’, dele to weigh’, fe e to dress oneself’, re e to take one’s live-
stock to upper areas’, sele to follow’, eme to be thirsty’.

In the 3 sg. m. base of the imperfect, o is changed to a after an emphatic:
ale — ye al to roast’, ane — ye an to feed’, are — ye ar to hide’, a e —

ye a to cut o ’, eme — ye am to be thirsty’. The presence of an emphatic
after the vowel does not a ect it: dele — yedol to weigh’, fele/f le — yefol
to seek; to delouse’, yha e — yeyho to irrigate’, le — yo ol to go down’,
re e — yero  to take one’s livestock to upper areas’, sele — yesol to follow’.

1.1.2 Class C1C2y, inactive type

In this subtype, only two distinct bases are employed in the perfect:

(I) the 3 sg. m. base

(II) the 3 pl. m. base

The 3 pl. m. base is limited to 3 pl. m., whereas all the other forms are de-
rived from the 3 sg. m. base.

26 V. Naumkin et al.
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3 sg. m. 3 pl. m.

perfect C1iC2i C1eC2e

The bases of the imperfect and the jussive are as follows (the paradigm of
the jussive is identical with that of the active type; cf. 1.1.1):

3 sg. m. 3 du. m. 3 pl. m.

imperfect C1oC2i C1 C2 y C1oC2e

jussive C1C2 C1C2 y C1C2e

The conjugation of a verb of the class C1C2y, inactive type, can be exempli-
ed by the verb m di to be wearied’:

perfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 m di m do m do mid to mede m di

2 m dik m di mid ki mid ken

1 m dik mid ki m din

imperfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 yemodi temodi yem d yo tem d yo yemode temodin

2 temodi temodi tem d yo temode temodin

1 emodi em d yo nem d yo

jussive sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 limd temd limd yo temd yo limde temd yn/temd n

2 temd temd temd yo temde temd yn/temd n

1 lemd lemd yo nemd
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1.1.2.1 The perfect paradigm

In two verbs, the 3 du. f. ending -oto (in one of them, alongside the expected
- to) is recorded: ti to grow weak’ — 3 du. f. it to/ itoto, mi to be
thursty’ — 3 du. f. imoto. Unlike the active type, in the inactive verbs the
ending -eto is only rarely attested: t ri to be wet’ — 3 du. f. tireto.

In the 1 and 2 person forms, the ending can be preceded by an : ti to
grow weak’ — 2 sg. m. tik/ ti k, g zi to despair’ — 2 sg. f. g zi /g zi , mi
to be thursty’ — 2 du. im ki, n  to be pinked’ — 1 pl. n n/nif in.

The verbs m li to be lled’ and m a to reach’ exhibit mixed paradigms
of the perfect: the 3 sg. f. and 3 du. m. forms are those of the inactive type
of the class C1C2  (milo o, mi o o).

Three verbs have been recorded in which C2 is an emphatic: m i to be
nished’, rezi to be glad’, m a to reach’. For one of them (m i to be n-

ished’), no deviations from the standard paradigm have been recorded. In
the verb rezi to be glad’, the 3 sg. m. base is irregular and di ers from that
of 3 du. m. (from which 3 sg. f. and 3 du. f. are derived): 3 du. m. r o. In
the verb m a to reach’, the nal a appears instead of the expected i — a
unique development within this class. Among the verbs belonging to other
weak classes, a parallel is found in e a to grow (plants)’, likewise unique
within its own class (cf. 1.2.1.3.2).

1.1.2.2 The imperfect paradigm

In some verbs, the 3 sg. m. base of the imperfect is C1oC2e, with nal e ra-
ther than i (thus, coinciding with the imperfect of the class C1C2 ): f ni to
turn one’s face’ — yefone, *l si to rain’ — *yelose, m li to be lled’ —
yemole, n to be pinked’ — yenofe. The nal e instead of the expected i is
also found in the verb mi to be thirsty’ — ye ame (the shift o > a after an
emphatic is regular). Of these verbs, n and mi have correlates in the
C1C2 class, inactive type, with the same meaning and full paradigms, so
that one can speak of C1C2y lexical doublets with defective paradigms (per-
fect only). In the case of f ni and m li, we have to do with a mixed paradigm.
For the verb n gi to fail to meet one’s expectations’, the imperfect yenoge is
attested alongside the regular yenogi.

The only C1C2y inactive verb with a guttural as C2 is k i to remain’,
whose imperfect is yek . It thus behaves in the same way as the verbs of
the same root structure belonging to the active type of C1C2y (cf. 1.1.1.4).
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The 3 sg. m. imperfect base of the verb m a to reach’ is C1aC2a (yema a).
Thus, as in the perfect, its behavior di ers from that of other verbs with an
emphatic as C2 (cf. re i to be glad’ — yero i).

In the verbs m li to be lled’ and m a to reach’, the regular dual forms
have doublet forms borrowed from the class C1C2 : 3 du. m. yem l yo/
yem lo o, yema ayo/yem o o.

In the verb ti to grow weak’ the dual forms are derived from the base
C1 C2 respectively: y to (borrowed from the active type, cf. 1.1.1.2.2).

1.1.2.3 The jussive paradigm

The verb ti to grow weak’ displays irregular forms of the jussive: li t
(alongside the expected li t ). By its structure, the form li t is reminiscent of
the regular shape of the jussive of the C1C2y verbs in the VIII (Gt) stem:
motene — limt n to desire’, fotede — lift d to pro t’, etc. It would be
tempting to surmise that ti is in fact a (fossilized?) VIII from a triply-week
root * wy, but no etymological support for such a conclusion is at hand.

1.2 Class C1C2

The active type of C1C2 is characterized by the same set of bases of the per-
fect as the regular verbs (NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 27), which we reproduce
here for the reader’s convenience:

(I) 3 du. m., from which 3 sg. f. (identical with 3 du. m.) and 3 du. f. forms
are derived.

(II) The second base is reserved for 3 pl. m.

(III) 3 sg. m., from which all the remaining forms are derived.

In the imperfect and jussive, the set of the bases is identical with that of the
regular verbs (cf. 1.1.1).

3 sg. m. 3 du. m. 3 pl. m.

perfect C1oC2e( ) C1eC2V 2 C1eC2e

imperfect C1oC2e C1 C2V C1oC2e

jussive C1C2 C1C2V C1C2e

As a sample, the paradigms of zoke to be sad’ can be adduced:

2 Here and below V denotes a vowel whose quality depends on the quality of the
vowel of the su x.
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perfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 zoke zeko o zeko o zek to zeke zoke

2 zoke( )k zoke( ) zoke( )ki zoke( )ken

1 zoke( )k zoke( )ki zoké en

imperfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 yezoke tezoke yez ko o tez ko o yezoke tezoke en

2 tezoke tezoki tez ko o tezoke tezoke en

1 ezoke ez ko o nezoke

jussive sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 lizk tezk lizko o tezko o lizke tezk n/tezk n

2 tezk tezk tezko o tezke tezk n/tezk n

1 lezk lezko o nezk

The inactive type of the class with the nal distinguishes between two
bases in the perfect:

(I) 3 du. m., from which 3 sg. f. (identical with 3 du. m.) and 3 du. f. forms
are derived.

(II) 3 sg. m., from which all the remaining forms are derived.

3 sg. m. 3 du. m.

perfect C1eC2e( ) C1iC2V

In the imperfect and jussive, the set of the bases is identical with that of the
regular verbs (cf. 1.1.1).

3 sg. m. 3 du. m. 3 pl. m.

imperfect C1oC2e C1 C2V C1oC2e

jussive C1C2 C1C2V C1C2e
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As a sample, the paradigms of gebe to be able’ can be adduced:

perfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 gebe gibo o gibo o gib to gebe gebe

2 gebe( )k gebe( ) gebe( )ki gebe( )ken

1 gebe( )k gebe( )ki gebe en

imperfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 yegobe tegobe yeg bo o teg bo o yegobe tegobe en

2 tegobe tegobi teg bo o tegobe tegobe en

1 egobe eg bo o negobe

jussive sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 ligb tegb ligbo o tegbo o ligbe tegb n/tegb n

2 tegb tegb tegbo o tegbe tegb n/tegb n

1 legb legbo o negb

Only two bases of the inactive type — 3 sg. m. and 3 du. m. of the per-
fect — di er from the corresponding bases of the active type. Moreover, as
will be shown below, the inactive 3 sg. m. base C1eC2e( ) is not entirely ab-
sent from the active paradigm. Thus, the diagnostic position for the inactive
type is 3 du. m.

The recorded verbs belonging to the active type of the C1C2 class are as
follows: ege to beat’, ete to pass by’, yhode to calm down’, kefe/kfe to be
enough’, kole to turn (tr. or intr.)’, kese/kse to nd’, are to read’, mole to

ll’, nofe to pink’, zoke to be sad’.

The recorded verbs belonging to the inactive type of the C1C2 class are
as follows: e a to grow (plants)’, defe to be deaf’, gebe to be able’, ere to
look for; to try’, *lebe to be in season (a female goat)’, nefe to be pinked’,
ebe to believe’, eme to be thirsty’.

For two verbs, both active and inactive forms have been recorded: gose/
gese to belch’, ane/ ene to be jealous; to be envious’. The verbs bede to be-
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gin’ and ede to carry’ have both active and inactive bases of 3 du. m.:
bedo o/bido o, edo o/ ido o. However, for the 3 sg. m. base only the forms
bede and ede (inactive) are recorded (1.2.1.1.1).

1.2.1.1 The perfect paradigm

1.2.1.1.1 The rst vowel of the 3 sg. m. base of the perfect

In the 3 sg. m. base of the perfect of the active type the rst vowel is e ra-
ther than o in a few verbs characterized by some additional irregularity —
the initial ( ege to beat’, ete to pass by’) or the optional syncope of the

rst vowel (kefe/kfe to be enough’, kese/kse to nd’). In the verbs bede to
begin’ and ede to carry’, the base C1eC2e likely belongs to the inactive par-
adigm: bede he began’ — bedo o/bido o she began’, ede he carried’ —
edo o/ ido o she carried’.

1.2.1.1.2. The nal 

In the 3 sg. m. base of the perfect, the optionally surfaces after e unless it
is in word- nal position: ege( )k I beat’, kole( ) yousg. f. turned’, are en/
aren we read’. For the verb kefe/kfe to be enough’, no relevant forms have

been produced by the informants, who employed instead the corresponding
forms of the C1C2y paradigm: ko k I was enough’ (this verb can be conju-
gated after the C1C2y paradigm as well).

In the imperfect and jussive, the nal can surface in 3 and 2 pl. f.,
alongside the contracted forms: te are en/te aren theypl. f. read’, temole en/
temolen theypl. f. ll’, te r n/te r n let thempl. f. read’, teml n/teml n let
thempl. f. ll’.

Quite frequently, the forms in which the overt is obligatory (that is, in
the 3 du. m. bases) have doublet forms borrowed from the C1C2y paradigm:
eto o/ et yo she passed’, yek lo o/yek l yo theydu. m. return’, temlo o/teml yo
let themdu. f. ll’. In a similar way, in the 3 and 2 pl. f. of the imperfect and
jussive, forms from the C1C2y paradigm can appear: te arin theypl. f. read’,
temolin theypl. f. ll’, te r yn let thempl. f. read’, teml y n let thempl. f. ll’.

1.2.1.1.3 The 3 du. f. ending

The 3 du. f. ending is usually - to, often with a doublet form -oto. The end-
ing -eto appears only rarely. In all 3 du. f. forms, the rule of the vocalic as-
similation across the guttural is at work (cf. NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 52):
kole to turn (tr. or intr.)’ — 3 du. f. kel to/kelo oto, mole to ll’ — 3 du. f.
mel to/melo oto, ete to pass by’ — 3 du. f. et to/ ete eto, defe to be
deaf’ — 3 du. f. dif to.
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1.2.1.2 The imperfect paradigm

A few verbs with initial belonging to the class C1C2 have been recorded.
Unlike the regular verbs with initial , they do not exhibit any forms with
contraction in the imperfect: ye oge he beats’ (contrast youzom, side by side
with y zom, he lends’).

1.2.1.3 Vocalic alternations

1.2.1.3.1 Vocalic assimilation around the nal guttural

In the 3 du. m. of the perfect, imperfect and jussive bases, the vocalic assim-
ilation around the nal guttural is observed (cf. NAUMKIN et al. 2014b:
52): zeko o theydu. m. were sad’ — zek to theydu. f. were sad’, ibo o theydu. m.

believed’ — ib to theydu. f. believed’. As in regular verbs, the assimilation
is always regressive in the forms with the ending -o. In 3 du. f., the assimi-
lation is progressive (*zek eto > zek to); alternatively, the forms with o
around the guttural are used (probably under the in uence of 3 m. du.):
melo oto/mel to theydu. f. lled’.

Progressive assimilation of the vowels around guttural is observed in the
3 and 2 pl. f. forms of the jussive: *tezk en > tezk n let thempl. f./youpl. f.

be sad’, *te b en > t eb n let thempl. f. believe’3.

1.2.1.3.2 Vocalic alternations in the vicinity of an emphatic

In the perfect 3 sg. m. base of the active type, the change o > a is observed
in the vicinity of an emphatic: ane he envied’, are he read’, yha e he
irrigated’4. In the 3 sg. m. base of the imperfect, the same shift is observed:
ye ane he envies’, ye are he reads’.

In the inactive type, only the 3 sg. m. base of the imperfect is a ected by
this rule: ye a a it sprouts’, ye ame he is thirsty’. In the 3 sg. m. base of the
perfect (C1eC2e), the rst vowel e remains unchanged in the vicinity of an
emphatic ( eme he was thirsty’, ene he was jealous’), whereas the second e
can be changed to a under the in uence of an emphatic (the only example
is e a it grew, sprouted’; cf. also 1.1.2.1).

In the 3 du. m. base of the imperfect, as well as in the jussive, the vowel
is, predictably, realized as a in the vicinity of an emphatic (ye ano o theydu. m.

envy’, lih a let him irrigate’, li( ) a let it sprout’).

3 In the corresponding forms of the imperfect, the underlying vowels before and
after the guttural are e, so that no vowel change takes place.

4 For this verb, the unexpected variant yh e is also recorded (for the choice be-
tween  and a cf. NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 50–51).
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2 Weak verbs with medial weak consonant

The verbs with as the medial radical behave in the same way as other
verbs with medial gutturals and are thus to be treated as strong verbs
(NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 47–49).

The “hollow” verbs in the strict sense can be divided into two classes.

The rst class comprises verbs with surfacing (“strong”) medial y. Their
conjugation, while exhibiting some special features, is broadly similar to that
of the strong verb. In the description below, it will be referred to as C1yC3.

The second class, where no semivowel explicitly surfaces in any of the
conjugational forms, will be referred to as C1VC3.

2.1 Verbs with surfacing medial y (C1yC3)

The following verbs belonging to this class have been recorded: eyyom to
be ugly’, eyya to sew’, k yyol to measure’, eyyol to be high’, m yyos to be
thin’, r yyom to be long’, seyyod to be rich’, eyyom to fast’, eyyor to be
few, little’, er to be blind’. The conjugation of the verbs ni /neyha to be
glad, merry’ and ayhe to dive’ is similar to this class, albeit the medial rad-
ical here is yh rather than y.

No distinction between active and inactive types can be observed in this
class. Admittedly, one could venture to suppose that o in the second syllable
of the majority of the C1yC3 verbs re ects the active pattern *C1eC2oC3,
whereas er (< * eyer?) is the only representative of the inactive pattern
*C1eC2eC3. Yet, this hypothesis is not supported by the evidence of the im-
perfect paradigm, where the bases C1yeC3 and C1yoC3 can be used indiscrim-
inately for all verbs belonging to this class.

With a few deviations discussed below, the shapes of bases of the perfect
and the jussive are the same as in the regular verbs (cf. NAUMKIN et al.
2014b: 27, 41–42 and Sections 1.1.1, 1.2 above). Conversely, the imperfect
is characterized by a special monosyllabic base (C1yeC3 or C1yoC3). The fol-
lowing set of the bases can thus be obtained:

3 sg. m. 3 du. m. 3 pl. m.

perfect C1eyyoC3 C1eyya/ C3 C1eyyeC3

imperfect C1yeC3/C1yoC3 C1yeC3/C1y C3 C1yeC3

jussive C1y C3/C1yoC3 C1y C3/C1yiC3 C1yeC3
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The conjugation can be exempli ed by the verb eyyom to fast’:

perfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 eyyom eyy mo eyy mo eyy meto eyyem eyyom

2 eyyomk eyyom eyyomki eyyomken

1 eyyomk eyyomki eyyomen

imperfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 ye yem te yem ye y mo te y mo ye yem te yemen

2 te yem té yim’5 te y mo te yem te yemen

1 e yem e y mo ne yem

jussive sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 li y m te y m li y mo te y mo li yem te y men

2 te y m te y m te y mo te yem te y men

1 le y m le y mo ne y m

2.1.1 The perfect paradigm

The medial y is perceived as geminated by the informants.

The vowel e before y is mostly realized as [ ] and shifts to i after r, k
and m6.

In 3 du. f. the default ending is -eto: eyyom to be ugly’ — 3 du. f.
eyy meto. After l and the emphatics, the ending - to is found: k yyol to

measure’ — 3 du. f. kiyy l to, eyya  to sew’ — 3 du. f. eyya to.

5 The opposition between i and e is neutralized in the vicinity of y since unstressed
e shifts to i in this position. Still, the palatalization of the second or third conso-
nant occasioned by the 2 sg. f. marker -i- helps keep aside the two forms
([t yim] youm. fast’ vs. [t yim’] youf. fast’). Cf. further NAUMKIN et al. 2014b:
36, fn. 21.

6 At least in the case of k and r, this is due to their palatalized pronunciation in
Soqotri.
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In the verbs ni to be glad, merry’ and er to be blind’ the medial conso-
nant does not surface in the perfect (for ni a non-contracted form of the
perfect, neyha , is also attested). In 3 du. f. the ending -oto has been record-
ed alongside - to and -eto: ereto/ er to/ eroto. The vocalization of the verb
áyhe to dive’ in the perfect is unique and cannot be explained through the

usual vocalic alternations in the vicinity of pharyngeals or emphatics.

2.1.2 The imperfect paradigm

Since the base of the imperfect is monosyllabic, the general rule of penulti-
mate stress leads to the pre x vowel being accented in most of the forms.
However, if the vowel of the pre x is syncopated, the stress shifts to the last
syllable (rather than the epenthetic vowel after the second radical): ya yem
he is ugly’ — t ayem she is ugly’.

The 3 sg. m. base is C1eC3, in most verbs attested side by side with C1oC3:
yekyel/yekyol he measures’, ye yel/ye yol it is high’, yemyes/yemyos he is
thin’. In the verb ni to be glad, merry’, e is changed to a in a closed sylla-
ble before a guttural (NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 54): yenyha he is glad’. In
the 3 du. m. base, the usual vocalic alternations around the guttural are ob-
served (NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 52).

The vowel of the 3 du. m. base is e or in most verbs: eyyor to be little
in quantity’ — 3 du. m. ye y ro/ye yero, seyyod to be rich’ — yesy do/
yesyedo. For the following three verbs, only the vowel e has been accepted
by the informants: eyyom to be ugly’ — ya yemo, eyya to sew’ —
ya ye o, er to be blind’ — ya yero. The ban on in this form is thus re-
stricted to verbs with the initial guttural and may be described as dissimila-
tion with the pre x vowel (changed to a before the guttural in a closed syl-
lable, cf. NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 54, 44) or with the guttural itself.

2.1.3 The jussive paradigm

The choice between o and in the 3 sg. m. base of the jussive is lexically
determined. For most verbs, both bases are attested side by side, but in a
handful of cases only C1y C3 has been admitted as possible: ayhe to
dive’ — l’a yha , eyya to sew’ — l’a ya , ni to be glad’ — linyha , eyyom
to fast’ — li y m. In the rst three verbs, the choice of (and its realization
as a) is triggered by the quality of the nal consonant — an emphatic or a
guttural. In eyyom, no clear reasons for the lack of the C1yoC3 base can be
detected.

In most verbs the 3 du. m. bases C1y C3 and C1yiC3 coexist: er to be
blind’ — l’a y ro/l’a y ro, m yyos to be thin’ — limy so/limy so, r yyom to be
long’ — liry mo/liry mo, seyyod to be rich’ — lisy do/lisy do. In the verb ni
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to be glad, merry’, the vowel of the 3 du. m. base is, as expected, fully
assimilated to the vowel of the ending: linyho o.

2.2 Verbs with an underlying medial vowel (true “hollow” verbs, C1VC3)

Verbs belonging to this class are not numerous: od to walk, to go’, ef to
destroy’, e to harm, to hurt’, em to cover’, gez to be able to reach some-
thing’, yheb to be warm’, yhed to shut in’, yhel to dig’, es to dig’, es to
help’, ka to repeat, to do again’, kol to be capable’, kon to be’7, ez to per-
suade’, med to stretch’, sel to take’, a to do something well; to be sound’.
This list can be expanded by the predicative element ad, which has no im-
perfect or jussive forms. The verbs od to walk, to go’, kon to be’ and kol to
be capable’ display special conjugational features which distinguish them
from the remaining representatives of this class. It is noteworthy that these
three verbs are frequently used in the extant Soqotri texts, while most of the
rest are functionally marginal lexemes poorly attested in our sources8.

7 The vowel , clearly heard in kol to be capable’ and kon to be’ is most probably
to be considered an allophone of o and has been rendered as o below in this arti-
cle. The speci c articulation of this phone was clear already to Müller, who regu-
larly rendered it as a in his transcriptions, such as kan (Müller 1905: 4621). For a
preliminary survey of other words and forms where is found v. KOGAN –
NAUMKIN 2014b: 77.

8 The surprising rarity of true “hollow” verbs in Soqotri prompts one to inquire,
which among them go back to Common Semitic prototypes displaying the same
root structure. Clear-cut *C1wC3/*C1yC3 background can be posited in the follow-
ing cases: the predicative element ad < * wd (LESLAU 1987: 55–56), yheb to be
warm’ < *hwb (JOHNSTONE 1987: 161, 1981: 99), kon to be’ (LESLAU 1987:
299–300). Close to this group are ka to repeat’ and kol to be capable’, where
the “hollow” conjugation has likely emerged via elision of the second radical,
viz. *kn (LESLAU 1938: 221, JOHNSTONE 1987: 212) and *khl (LESLAU 1987:
277; loss of -h- in the Geez imperfect y k l is a noteworthy parallel develop-
ment). In the following cases, the “hollow” type must be secondary with respect
to a more original geminated one, which ts well the existence of “geminated”
conjugational doublets (see below): yhed to shut in’ < * dd (LESLAU 1938: 141,
JOHNSTONE 1987: 152, 1981: 260), med to stretch’ < *mdd (LESLAU 1987:
329, JOHNSTONE 1981: 168, 1987: 260), em to cover’ < * mm (LANE 1863–
1893: 2289, KOEHLER et al. 2001: 846), yhel to dig’ < * ll (cf. Jibbali e lel to
broaden’, JOHNSTONE 1981: 262, Arabic s ll- fond tres-encaisse d’une vallee’,
BIBERSTEIN-KAZIMIRSKI 1860 I: 1117), a to do something well; to be sound’
< * (LANE 1863–1893: 1651), sel to take’ < *sll (LANE 1863–1893: 1591,
JOHNSTONE 1987: 379, 1981: 252). The common verb od to walk, to go’ cor-
responds, peculiarly, to *w d in Jibbali (JOHNSTONE 1981: 288) and has no fur-
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Some of these verbs (med, yhed, es, a , sel) have doublet forms belong-
ing to the geminated class. Besides, the verb del to take’, belonging to the
geminated class, can also be conjugated after the C1VC3 paradigm in the im-
perfect (but not in the jussive). Obviously, the “hollow” class in the basic
stem is in the process of merging with the geminated one. This merger is fa-
cilitated by the identical paradigm of the perfect shared by the two classes.

The distinction between active and inactive types is apparently drawn
only in the 3 du. m. base of the perfect, where the vowel i is the marker of
the inactive type. However, only for one verb the vowel i is recorded in this
position, and the inactive base is used side by side with the active one: ef
to destroy’ — 3 du. m. efo/ fo.

In the perfect, 3 sg. f. coincides with 3 du. m., as in the regular verb. The
3 pl. m. base coincides with that of 3 sg. m. Some of the “hollow” verbs dis-
play a special 1 sg. base (from which all 1 and 2 persons are derived), while
in others the 3 sg. m. base serves to derive these forms as well.

Thus, the bases of the perfect are as follows: 

(I) the 3 sg. m. base (from which also the 3 f. sg., 3 m. pl. and 3 f. pl. forms
are derived)

(II) the 3 du. m. base (from which also the 3 du. f. form is derived)

(III) the 1 sg. base (from which all other forms of the 1 and 2 persons are
derived) — either distinct or identical with the 3 sg. m. base.

3 sg. m. 3 du. m. 1 sg.

perfect C1eC3 C1eC3 (inactive C1iC3) C1eC3/C1oC3

In the imperfect and the jussive, the following bases are employed (cf. 1.1.1):

3 sg. m. 3 du. m. 3 pl. m.

imperfect C1eC3/C1oC3 C1eC3/C1 C3 C1eC3/C1oC3e

jussive C1 C3/C1oC3 C1 C3/C1iC3 C1eC3

ther etymology. For es to dig’, the only likely parallels display the C1C2y struc-
ture: Mehri s (JOHNSTONE 1987: 189), Jibbali ase (JOHNSTONE 1981:
116), Arabic sy (LANE 1863–1893: 572). The following verbs are etymologically
obscure: e to harm’ (cf. Arabic qq to cleave, to rend’, LANE 1863–1893:
2095, Tigre a a to cut, to wound’, LITTMANN – HÖFNER 1962: 467 or rather
Arabic wq to hinder, to impede’, LANE 1863–1893: 2198), gez to be able to
reach something’, ez to persuade’, ef to destroy’.
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The conjugation can be exempli ed by the verb gez to be able to reach
something’:

perfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 gez gezo gezo gezeto/gez to gez gez

2 gozk goz gozki gozken

1 gozk gozki gozen

imperfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 yegez tegez yegezo tegezo yegez yegezen

2 tegez tegiz tegezo tegez tegezen

1 egez egezo negez

jussive sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 lig z teg z lig zo/lig zo teg zo ligez teg zen

2 teg z teg z teg zo/teg zo tegez teg zen

1 leg z leg zo/leg zo neg z

2.2.1 The perfect paradigm

In the verb ez to persuade’, the vowel o of the 1 sg. base is changed to a
under the in uence of the emphatic (cf. 1.1.1.6): 1 sg. azk.

In the verbs ka to repeat, to do again’ and a to do something well, to
be sound’, the vowel e of the 3 sg. m. and 1 sg. bases is changed to a. The
trigger of this change is the nal guttural, which also is responsible for the
vowel assimilation in 3 du. m. (NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 52, 54).

The verbs od to walk, to go’, kon to be’ and kol to be capable’ are char-
acterized by the vowel o in the 3 sg. m. and 1 sg. bases (in the latter two
verbs, o is realized as [ ], perhaps under the in uence of the following
sonorant).
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For the 3 du. f. ending, each of the three forms -eto, - to and oto have
been recorded: sel to take’ — 3 du. f. seloto/seleto, ef to destroy’ — 3 du. f.
ef to. In the verb ka to repeat, to do again’, the vowel e in this ending is

syncopated (NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 52–53): ka ato/ko oto/ a to.

2.2.2 The imperfect paradigm

In the 3 sg. m. base, the shape C1eC3 is the preferred one. For most verbs,
C1oC3 has also been recorded as an optional variant, but the informants of-
ten feel uncertain about the correctness of such forms.

In verbs with the nal guttural, the vowel a is used in 3 sg. m. The same
vowel appears in the verbs ez to persuade’ and kol to be capable’: ye az,
yekal.

The choice between e and in the 3 du. m. base is lexically determined:
yheb to be warm’ — yeyh bo, but yhed to shut in’ — yeyhedo.

Similarly to the verbs of the class C1C2y, active type, two bases of 3 pl.
m. are in evidence: C1eC3 and C1oC3e, as in e to harm, to hurt’ — ye e ,
but yhel to dig’ — yeyhole (side by side with yeyhel). In this class, however,
the base C1oC3e is less commonly attested.

2.2.3 The jussive paradigm

In the 3 du. m. base, most verbs allow both and i: yhed to shut in’ —
3 du. m. lih do/lih do, sel to take’ — 3 du. m. lis lo/lis lo.

The verb ez to persuade’ employs, alongside the expected jussive form
li az, the non-canonical form li z (apparently borrowed from the C1C2y ac-
tive paradigm, although no comparable perfect or imperfect forms for this
verb have been recorded).

Three verbs — es to help’, kol to be capable’, kon to be’ — display,
alongside the expected forms of the jussive, an alternative paradigm taken
after the causative stem: l’a s, l’akal, l’ak n.

3 “Geminated” verbs

The “geminated” verbs employ the same paradigm of the perfect as the
C1VC3 verbs (cf. 2.2):

3 sg. m. 3 du. m. 1 sg.

perfect C1eC3 C1eC3 (inactive C1iC3) C1eC3/C1oC3

In the imperfect and jussive, the three-consonantal root with the last two
identical consonants is distinctly seen: fer — yefrer — lifr r to y’.
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In the jussive, the conjugation of the geminated verbs is similar to that of
the regular type, the only exception being the 3 du. m. base where, besides
the expected C1C2 C3, an irregular base C1C2eC3 is sometimes found. The
conjugation of the imperfect, on the contrary, di ers drastically from the
regular verb: there is no vowel between the rst and the second consonants.
Thus, the bases for the “geminated” verbs are as follows (cf. 1.1.1):

3 sg. m. 3 du. m. 3 pl. m.

imperfect C1C2eC3 C1C2 C3/C1C2eC3 C1C2eC3

jussive C1C2 C3/C1C2oC3 C1C2 C3/C1C2eC3 C1C2eC3

The conjugation of this class can be exempli ed by the verb er to boil (tr.)’:

perfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 er ero ero er to er er

2 erk er erki erken

1 erk erki eren

imperfect sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 ye rer te rer ye r ro/ye rero te r ro/te rero ye rer te reren

2 te rer te rir te r ro/te rero te rer te reren

1 e rer e r ro/ e rero ne rer

jussive sg. du. pl.

m. f. m. f. m. f.

3 li r r te r r li r ro te r ro li rer te r ren

2 te r r te r r te r ro te rer te r ren

1 le r r le r ro ne r r

The verbs of the inactive type are distinguished only by the 3 du. m. base of
the perfect, where the vowel of the base is i rather than e. The following in-
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active verbs have been recorded: e to be afraid’ — 3 du. m. o, e to be
strong’ — 3 du. m. o, ber (predicative element with the meaning already;
indeed’) — 3 du. m. b ro, ne to tremble’ — 3 du. m. n o (alongside ne o),
et to look, to see’ — 3 du. m. to (alongside eto), eb to believe; to be

sure’ — 3 du. m. bo, ef to be thin’ — 3 du. m. fo, e to be ground, pul-
verized’ — 3 du. m. o. Of these verbs, only ef exhibits the 3 sg. m. base
C1C2oC3 (associated with the inactive type) in the jussive (v. 3.3).

3.1 The perfect paradigm

The 1 sg. base is usually C1eC3, the shape C1oC3 is attested only for del to
take’ — delk/dolk and den to be sad’ — donk.

The only verbs which exhibit the vowel a in the 3 sg. m. and 1 sg. bases
are al to be out of order’ and al to be young’. The combination of an em-
phatic and l is probably the trigger of the change. The verb al displays a in
the 3 du. m. base as well ( alo).

In 3 du. f., the endings -eto, - to and -oto are employed: rez to treat
wounds with warm water’ — 3 du. f. rezeto/rez to/rezoto. The optional syn-
cope of e is observed, as expected, in the verbs with a nal unvoiced plosive
or fricative or the pharyngeal (NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 52–53): es to
graze’ — 3 du. f. eseto/ esto, ef to go up’ — 3 du. f. efeto/ efto.

3.2 The imperfect paradigm

The 3 sg. m. base C1C2oC3 is recorded only for the verbs with nal l: del to
take’ — yellol, el to be small’ — ye lol, sel to take’ — yeslol (side by side
with yeslel), al to be spoiled’ — ye ol.

The choice between the 3 du. m. bases C1C2eC3 and C1C2 C3 is lexically
determined. For many verbs, both variants are recorded: ser to throw’ —
yesrero/yesr ro, me  to suck’ — yem e o/yem a o.

If the nal consonant is a voiceless plosive or fricative or the pharyngeal
, the vowel e between C2 and C3 can be syncopated (NAUMKIN et al.

2014b: 52–53): res to hurl stones’ — yerseso/yerso, a to do something
well; to be sound’ — ye o, sek to string small cuts of meat on a wooden
stick’ — yesk ko/yesko. The syncope occurs in the dual forms only.

3.3 The jussive paradigm

The 3 sg. m. base C1C2oC3 has been recorded for the following verbs: ef to
be thin’ — li f f/li fof, al to be spoiled’ — li al/li ol.
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As in the imperfect, the 3 du. m. base allows either or e: e to swal-
low’ — l’a a o/l’a e o. The syncope of e is observed whenever the relevant
phonological conditions are present (NAUMKIN et al. 2014b: 52–53): sef to
sweep away; to drive (cattle)’ — lisf fo/lisfo, es to dig’ — l’a s so/l’a so.

4 History of research

The Soqotri weak verbs have met very little attention in the earlier scholar-
ship. D. H. MÜLLER’s paradigms (1905: 374–376) have been supplemented
by M. BITTNER (1918: 76–81) and W. LESLAU (1938: 12–13), both fully
dependent on MÜLLER’s text collections. The only posterior independent
witness to this problem are T. M. JOHNSTONE’s cursory remarks in his
1968 article on the loss of the t-pre x in Soqotri.

4.1 MÜLLER 1905

MÜLLER’s paradigm of C1C2y verbs is represented by the active type only:
b ne to build’ (1905: 375) and be e to weep’ (ibid. 376).

The alleged quantitative opposition between 3 sg. m. b ne/be e and 3 pl.
m. bene/be e in the perfect does not correspond to our ndings and is likely

ctitious. The 3 sg. f. form in MÜLLER’s paradigm is marked with -h (beneh,
be eh), being thus opposed to 3 sg. m. (as well as 3 pl. m. and f.). So far we
have failed to recognize this feature in the speech of our informants9.

The 1 sg. base with -o- in MÜLLER’s paradigm fully agrees with our re-
cords. Our 3 du. m. form dem yo corresponds to MÜLLER’s benayo theydu.

built’ on the one hand and be eyo theydu. wept’ on the other, which re ects
his inability to recognize as a special phone in allophonic relationship
with a and distinct from e. The 3 du. f. forms beneto and be eto seem to cor-
respond to our be eto (or dem to?); the y-preserving variant demey to is not
recorded by MÜLLER.

MÜLLER’s paradigm of the imperfect is practically identical with our
ndings. The dual forms ibenayo and ibe eyo, apart from being stressed on

9 The problem is obviously not restricted to this particular verbal class, but applies
to all feminine forms (both nominal and verbal). Indeed, our informants strongly
insist that the respective endings (-o etc.) are actually pronounced (and are to be
spelled in the Arabic-based Soqotri writing) with a nal h, absent from “truly”
vowel- nal masculine forms. A few modern Western observers (notably, Dr.
Miranda MORRIS, p. c.) are of the same opinion. More research seems to be
needed to establish whether we are faced with a true phonetic phenomenon or
rather a kind of morphophonemic perception on the part of the native speakers
(cf. WATSON 2012: 66 for a similar ambiguity in Mehri).
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the antepenultimate (rather than penultimate) syllable, display the same in-
consistency in rendering as in the dual forms of the perfect mentioned
above.

In the jussive, some of the key oppositions established in the course of
our investigation are not recognized in MÜLLER’s paradigm. Thus, the
singular/plural contrast - /-e (libn may he build’ vs. libne may theym.

build’) is not re ected at all (both forms end in -e). There is hardly any jus-
ti cation for - (instead of - ) in 3 sg. f. and 2 sg. m. (it is only for 2 sg. f.
that the ending - is correct). The ending - yo of the dual forms corresponds
to MÜLLER’s -ayo. The 2/3 pl. f. form tibnen may correspond to our tebn n
(the variant types tebn y n and tebn yn are not recorded).

Several k-forms for be e to weep’ have been adduced by MÜLLER in his
paradigms (3 pl. m. of the perfect beku, 3 sg. f. of the imperfect tbek, etc.).
The background of such forms, never attested in our corpus, is uncertain. In
the case of beku, we are most likely dealing with an Arabic insertion (for the
Arabic ending -u cf. BULAKH’s remarks in NAUMKIN et al. 2013: 532–533).
The same explanation could apply to tbek and similar forms, unless they are
relics of a very archaic stage of the language when the palatalizing alterna-
tions were still a living feature of the verbal paradigm10.

The “hollow” verbs are represented by kon to be’ in the perfect and the
imperfect. The characteristic labialized vowel of the 3 sg. m. base of the
perfect has been correctly perceived as a by Müller, as opposed to non-labi-
alized a in 3 sg. f. and 1 pl. (k noh, k nen). The contrast between 3 sg. m.
and 3 pl. m. is correctly rendered as kan vs. ken. The imperfect paradigm of
this verb is practically identical to ours.

4.2 BITTNER 1918

In his description of the C1C2y verbs, BITTNER (1918: 79) correctly opposes
the active type (bede to tell lies’) to the inactive (f ni to turn one’s face’). In
3 sg. f. of the perfect, the active bedeh11 is rightly opposed to the inactive
f noh. BITTNER pays due attention to the 1 sg. base of the perfect base in
the active type (bonik I built’) as well as to the i > e shift in 3 pl. m. in the
inactive type (fene theym. turned’). BITTNER’s paradigm of the imperfect ts

10 This is never the case in the modern language studied by us where palatalization
is a stable lexical feature of a given verbal root which never alternates with its
diachronic velar ancestor. It is only in the nominal domain that such paradigmat-
ic alternations are the norm (NAUMKIN et al. 2014a: 16–17).

11 For -h cf. 4.1 with fn. 9.
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very well our ndings (including the opposition yedom he sleeps’ vs. yedome
theym. sleep’), the only exception being the 3 and 2 pl. f. forms, where
BITTNER’s yedomen/tedomen correspond to our yedomin/tedomin. Verbs
C1C2  are not properly distinguished from C1C2y in BITTNER’s description.

The complex fate of the C1y/wC3 roots in Soqotri is presented in a rather
sketchy way (BITTNER 1918: 78–79). As we have shown above (2.2), “true”
hollow verbs are rare in Soqotri, and it is not surprising that very few of
them have been properly recognized by BITTNER (cf. the basic forms of kon
to be’ on p. 79, which he quali es as “nicht ganz regelmäßig ektiert”). Not
unlike JOHNSTONE a few decades later, BITTNER failed to recognize that
many of the common “biconsonantal” verbs (like der to stay’ or ef to give’)
do not belong to the basic stem at all, but represent various weak types in
the causative stem (cf. 4.4). At the same time, he was right to point out the
existence of a separate sub-class of verbs with surfacing y as the second ra-
dical (k yyol to measure’).

BITTNER’s description of the geminated verbs (1918: 76) is in agreement
with our ndings12.

4.3 LESLAU 1938

LESLAU’s concise paradigms of the Soqotri verb (1938: 12–13) provide rela-
tively little information about the relevant forms. For verbs C1C2y, the oppo-
sition between the active deme/ dom and inactive f ni/ifone has been correct-
ly observed. The description of the geminated verbs class is identical to
BITTNER’s (cf. fn. 12). The same applies to the “hollow” class, incorrectly
represented by the causative stem verbs der to stay’ and ef to give’.

4.4 JOHNSTONE 1968

T. M. JOHNSTONE’s pioneering article dealing with the loss of the t-pre x
in Soqotri does not deal with the weak classes discussed in the present artic-
le. However, on p. 522 of his study Johnstone incorrectly subsumes the
“hollow” verbs under those verbal classes which display the loss of the
t pre x in the imperfect. In the reality, there are good reasons to believe
that all of his examples actually represent the causative stem rather than the
basic one. Furthermore, at least some of them do not belong to the “hollow”

12 Except for the explicit gemination in the perfect (temm, temmk, etc.), never heard
in the speech of our informants and, it seems, practically missing from the Vien-
na corpus either.
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type at all, but rather to C2C3 (partly < *wC2C3)13. In fact, true “hollow”
verbs like kon to be’ never display the t-loss, which has far-reaching conse-
quences for the history of the verb in MSA and Semitic in general14.

Appendix One: The lexical evidence

C1C2y, active type

e e (3 sg. f. e e, 1 sg. o ik) — ye e 15 (3 pl. m. ye e ) — li a to harm, to
hurt’ (not in LESLAU 1938; cf. e to harm, to hurt’ below under C1VC3,
active type)

*be e (3 sg. f. be e, 1 sg. ba ayk) — *yeba — *lib a to bleat (a sheep)’16

(not in LESLAU 1938)

bede (3 sg. f. bede, 1 sg. bodik) — yebod (3 pl. m. yebode) — libd to tell lies’
(LESLAU 1938: 82)

bene (3 sg. f. bene, 1 sg. bonik) — yebon (3 pl. m. yebone) — libn to build’
(LESLAU 1938: 89)

be e (3 sg. f. be e, 1 sg. bo ik) — yebo (3 pl. m. yebo e) — lib to weep’
(LESLAU 1938: 99) 

dele (3 sg. f. dele, 1 sg. dolik) — yedol (3 pl. m. yedole) — lidl to weigh’
(LESLAU 1938: 128–129)

deme (3 sg. f. deme, 1 sg. domik) — yedom (3 pl. m. yedome) — lidm to
sleep’ (LESLAU 1938: 129)

fede (3 sg. f. fede, 1 sg. fodik) — yefed (3 pl. m. yefode) — lifd to help, to
provide abundantly’ (not in LESLAU 1938)17

13 Thus, the common verb er (ye ar/l’a ar) to catch, to hold, to fasten’ is the causa-
tive to e ar (you ar/li ar) to be held up, to be xed strongly’. Similarly, ef (ye af/
l’a af) to give’ is not to be identi ed with * wb to be good’ (contra LESLAU
1938: 201 and many others), but rather with Arabic w f (II) assigner a quel-
qu’un un traitement ou une subsistance xe, donner une pension’, wa fat- gage,
solde, pension’ (BIBERSTEIN-KAZIMIRSKI 1860 II: 1564).

14 As shown by TESTEN (1992), the loss of the t-pre x is always conditioned by the
*u-vowel after t- (the intensive and causative stems, the internal passive,the quadri-
radical verb). No such conditioning factor could be posited for the “hollow” verbs.

15 Alongside ye o i, borrowed from C1C2y, inactive type.

16 Only feminine forms were elicited from the informants.

17 Probably not identical with fede racheter, delivrer’ in LESLAU 1938: 333, which
displays Arabic-like conjugational forms. Of interest is fotede to pro t, to bene t
from’ (CSOL I 533).
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fe e (3 sg. f. fe e, 1 sg. fo ik) — yefe (3 pl. m. yefo e) — lif to dress
oneself’ (LESLAU 1938: 340)

fele/f le (3 sg. f. fele/f le, 1 sg. folik) — yefol (3 pl. m. yefole) — li to seek;
to delouse’ (not in LESLAU 1938, CSOL I 535)

fse (3 sg. f. fse, 1 sg. fs yk) — yefos (3 pl. m. yefose) — lifs to lunch’
(LESLAU 1938: 343)

gere (3 sg. f. gere, 1 sg. gorik) — yeger/yegor (3 pl. m. yeger/yegore) — ligr
to look for’ (LESLAU 1938: 115)

yhele/yh le (3 sg. f. yhele, 1 sg. yholik) — yeyhel/yeyhol (3 pl. m. yeyhel/
yeyhole) — lihl  to shut in a calf’ (not in LESLAU 1938)
yhene (3 sg. f. yhene, 1 sg. yhonik) — yeyhen/yeyhon (3 pl. m. yeyhen/
yeyhone) — lihn  to plant’ (LESLAU 1938: 145)
yha e (3 sg. f. yha e18, 1 sg. yho ik) — yeyhe /yeyho (3 pl. m. yeyhe /yeyho e) —
lih a to irrigate’ (LESLAU 1938: 142)

ede (3 sg. f. ede, 1 sg. odik) — ye ed/ye od (3 pl. m. ye ed) — li d to
carry’ (LESLAU 1938: 164; cf. below under C1C2 , inactive)

le (3 sg. f. le, 1 sg. olik) — ye el/yo ol (3 pl. m. ye ole) — li l to go
down’ (LESLAU 1938: 175)

kefe/kfe (3 sg. f. kefe/kfe, 1 sg. kf yk/ko k) — yekef/yekof (3 pl. m. yekef) —
likf  to be enough’ (LESLAU 1938: 223; cf. below under C1C2 , active type)

e e (3 sg. f. e e, 1 sg. a ayk) — ye a a (3 pl. m. ye e e) — li a to open’
(LESLAU 1938: 379)

ale (3 sg. f. ale, 1 sg. alik) — ye al (3 pl. m. ye ole) — li l to roast’
(LESLAU 1938: 375)

ane (3 sg. f. ane, 1 sg. anik) — ye an (3 pl. m. ye one) — li n to feed’
(LESLAU 1938: 377–378)

are (3 sg. f. are, 1 sg. arik) — ye ar (3 pl. m. ye ore) — li r to hide’
(LESLAU 1938: 386)

a e (3 sg. f. a e, 1 sg. a ik) — ye a (3 pl. m. ye o e) — li to cut o ’
(LESLAU 1938: 381)

lehe/l h (3 sg. f. lehe/l h , 1 sg. l hik) — yel h (3 pl. m. yelehe) — lilh to
bleat’ (LESLAU 1938: 229)

le e/l e (3 sg. f. le e, 1 sg. la ayk/l ik) — yela a (3 pl. m. yele e) — lil a
to join a kid to a goat other than its mother for suckling’ (CSOL I 601)

18 Alongside yh o o, borrowed from C1C2 , active type.
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ne e (3 sg. f. ne e, 1 sg. n ayk/na ik) — yena a (3 pl. m. yene e) — lin a
to burn (intr.); to be hot, warm’ (LESLAU 1938: 264)

re e (3 sg. f. re e, 1 sg. ra ayk/ra ik) — yera a (3 pl. m. yere e) — lir a to
pasture (tr.)’ (LESLAU 1938: 403)

re e (3 sg. f. re e, 1 sg. ra ayk/ra ik) — yera a (3 pl. m. yere e) — lir a to
lick’ (CSOL I 634, cf. LESLAU 1938: 397)

re e (3 sg. f. re e, 1 sg. ro ik) — yere /yero 19 (3 pl. m. yero e) — lir to
take one’s livestock to upper areas’ (LESLAU 1938: 407)

rene (3 sg. f. rene, 1 sg. ronik) — yeron (3 pl. m. yerone) — lirn to curse’
(LESLAU 1938: 402)

rese (3 sg. f. rese, 1 sg. rosik) — yeres/yeros (3 pl. m. yeres/yerose) — lirs to
tie’ (LESLAU 1938: 408)

sebe (3 sg. f. sebe, 1 sg. sobik) — yeseb (3 pl. m. yeseb/yesobe) — lisb to
transfer one’s family temporarily to another place’ (CSOL I 642, cf. LESLAU
1938: 280)

sefe/sfe (3 sg. f. sefe/sfe, 1 sg. sf yk/so k) — yesef/yesof (3 pl. m. yesef/
yesofe) — lifs  to cleanse’ (CSOL I 642)

sele (3 sg. f. sele, 1 sg. solik20) — yesel/yesol (3 pl. m. yesel/yesole) — lisl to
follow’21

e e (3 sg. f. e e, 1 sg. a ayk/ a ik) — ye o 22 (3 pl. m. ye e e) — li a to
run’ (LESLAU 1938: 419)

19 Alongside yero i, borrowed from the inactive type.

20 Alongside selek, borrowed from C1C2 , inactive type.

21 LESLAU (1938: 286) lists sele faire parvenir qque chose a quelqu’un’, which goes
back to MÜLLER 1905: 16716: w-osli tho min gad d’inkorkim Und bring hierbei
deine Haut, die gelbe’. In all probability, we are dealing with the causative stem
from sele to follow’ ( to make follow’ > to bring near’), which is also con rmed
by the jussive forms l(y)osil and losli adduced by MÜLLER in fn. 167 on the same
page. Our informants are indeed aware of the causative sele (yesole/losli), but
only with the meaning to infect, contaminate somebody with a contagious dis-
ease’ (which is also compatible with the meaning to follow’ in the basic stem).

22 Note the absence of shift o > a before a guttural in a closed syllable (cf.
1.1.1.2.1).
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ese/ se (3 sg. f. ese/ se23, 1 sg. s yk/ osik24) — ye es/ye os25 (3 pl. m. ye es/
ye ose) — li s  to take, to accept’ (not in LESLAU 1938)

ske (3 sg. f. ske, 1 sg. sk yk) — yesoki/yesoke26 — lisk to seek’ (not in
LESLAU 1938)

tebe (3 sg. f. tebe, 1 sg. tobik27) — yeteb (3 pl. m. yeteb/yetobe) — litb to
moo, to low’ (LESLAU 1938: 438)

ze e (3 sg. f. ze e, 1 sg. za ayk/za ik) — yeza a (3 pl. m. yeze e) — liz a to
take’ (LESLAU 1938: 154)

C1C2y, inactive type

ti (3 sg. f. to) — ye oti — li t 28 to grow weak’ (cf. LESLAU 1938: 77)

li (3 sg. f. lo) — ye oli — l’a l  to be high, tall’ (LESLAU 1938: 309–310)

*d ni (3 sg. f. d no)29 — *yedoni — *lidn  to conceive’ (LESLAU 1938: 130)

f ni (3 sg. f. f no) — yefone30 — lifn  to turn one’s face’ (LESLAU 1938: 337)

f ti (3 sg. f. f to) — yefoti — lift to ejaculate; to be ful lled (a dream)’
(CSOL I 539)

g zi (3 sg. f. g zo) — yegozi — ligz  to despair’ (LESLAU 1938: 106)

k i (3 sg. f. k o/k yo) — yek  — lik  to remain’ (LESLAU 1938: 212)

k ri (3 sg. f. k ro) — yekori — likr  to be short’ (LESLAU 1938: 224)

*l si (3 sg. f. l so31) — *yelose32 — *lils  to rain’ (LESLAU 1938: 234)

l ti (3 sg. f. l to) — yeloti — lilt  to meet’ (not in LESLAU 1938)

23 Alongside eso/ so, perhaps borrowed from the paradigm of “hollow” verbs or
“geminated” verbs.

24 Alongside esek, borrowed from the inactive paradigm.

25 Alongside ye osi, borrowed from the inactive paradigm.

26 Instead of the expected yesek or yesok. The form yesoki is borrowed from the in-
active type of the C1C2y class, the form yesoke is borrowed from the active type of
the C1C2  class.

27 Alongside tebek, borrowed from C1C2 , inactive type. 

28 Alongside the irregular li t (cf. 1.1.2.3).

29 The verb is not used in the masculine. The non-existing basic form of the perfect
can be indirectly elicited from 3 pl. f. d ni they conceived’.

30 Borrowed from the C1C2  paradigm (instead of the expected *yefoni).

31 The verb is used in the 3 sg. f. form only.

32 Borrowed from the C1C2  paradigm (instead of the expected *yelosi).
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l zi (3 sg. f. l zo) — yelozi — lilz  to be inclined’ (cf. CSOL I 606)

m di (3 sg. f. m do) — yemodi — limd  to be wearied’ (LESLAU 1938: 238)

m li (3 sg. f. milo o33) — yemole34 — liml to be lled’ (LESLAU 1938: 243;
cf. mole to ll’ below under C1C2 , active)

m i (3 sg. f. m o) — yemo i — lim  to be nished’ (LESLAU 1938: 248)

m a (3 sg. f. mi o o35) — yema a — lim  to reach’ (LESLAU 1938: 241)

n (3 sg. f. n fo) — yenofe36 — linf to be pinked’ (LESLAU 1938: 270; cf.
nofe to pink’ below under C1C2 , active type; nefe to be pinked’ below under
C1C2 , inactive) 

n gi (3 sg. f. n go) — yenogi37 — ling to fail to meet one’s expectations’ (not
in LESLAU 1938)

n i (3 sg. f. n o) — yeno i — lin  to forget’ (LESLAU 1938: 276)

rezi (3 sg. f. r o) — yero i — lir  to be glad’ (LESLAU 1938: 404)

t ri (3 sg. f. t ro) — yetori — litr  to be wet’ (LESLAU 1938: 445–446)

mi (3 sg. f. mo) — ye ame38 — li m to be thirsty’ (LESLAU 1938: 205; cf.
eme below under C1C2 , inactive type)

C1C2 , active type

ege (3 sg. f. ego o, 1 sg. egek/ ege k) — ye oge — li g /lig to beat’
(LESLAU 1938: 51)

ete (3 sg. f. eto o, 1 sg. ete k) — ye ote — li t /lit to pass by; to reach
the mark (the thrown object)’ (LESLAU 1938: 76)

gose (3 sg. f. geso o, 1 sg. gosek/gose k) — yegose — ligs to belch’ (CSOL I
547, cf. LESLAU 1938: 117; cf. gese below under C1C2 , inactive)
yhode (3 sg. f. yhedo o, 1 sg. yhodek) — yeyhode — lihd /li d to calm down’
(LESLAU 1938: 141)

kefe/kfe (3 sg. f. kfo o, 1 sg. ko k39) — yekofe — likf to be enough’ (cf.
kefe/kfe above under C1C2y, active)

33 Borrowed from the C1C2  inactive paradigm (instead of the expected *m lo).

34 Borrowed from the C1C2  paradigm (instead of the expected *yemoli).

35 Borrowed from the C1C2  inactive paradigm (instead of the expected *m o).

36 Borrowed from the C1C2  paradigm (instead of the expected *yeno ).

37 Alongside yenoge (borrowed from the C1C2  paradigm).

38 Borrowed from C1C2 , inactive type.

39 Borrowed from C1C2y, active type.
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kole (3 sg. f. kelo o, 1 sg. kolek/kole k) — yekole — likl to turn (tr. or intr.)’
(LESLAU 1938: 218)

kese/kse (3 sg. f. kso o, 1 sg. kesek/kese k/ksek/kse k40) — yekose — liks to
nd’ (LESLAU 1938: 225)

ane (3 sg. f. eno o, 1 sg. anek/ ane k) — ye ane — li n to be jealous; to
be envious’ (LESLAU 1938: 377)

are (3 sg. f. ero o, 1 sg. arek/ are k) — ye are — li r to read’ (LESLAU
1938: 385)

mole (3 sg. f. melo o, 1 sg. molek/mole k) — yemole — liml to ll’ (LESLAU
1938: 243; cf. m li to be lled’ above under C1C2y, inactive)

nofe (3 sg. f. nefo o41, 1 sg. nofek) — yenofe — linf to pink’ (LESLAU 1938:
270; cf. n to be pinked’ above under C1C2y, inactive; nefe to be pinked’
below under C1C2 , inactive)

zoke (3 sg. f. zeko o, 1 sg. zokek/zoke k) — yezoke — lizk to be sad’
(LESLAU 1938: 152)

C1C2 , inactive type

e a (3 sg. f. i o o, 1 sg. e a k) — ye a a — li a/li a to grow (plants)’
(LESLAU 1938: 70)

bede (3 sg. f. bido o42, 1 sg. bedek) — yebode — libd to begin’ (LESLAU
1938: 81)

defe (3 sg. f. difo o, 1 sg. defek) — yedofe — lidf to be deaf’ (LESLAU 1938:
132)

gebe (3 sg. f. gibo o, 1 sg. gebek/gebe k) — yegobe — ligb to be able; to
overcome’ (CSOL I 541; cf. LESLAU 1938: 101)

gese (3 sg. f. giso o, 1 sg. gesek/gese k) — yegose — ligs to belch’ (cf. gose
above under C1C2 , active)

ede (3 sg. f. ido o43, 1 sg. edek) — ye ode — li d to carry’ (cf. above
under C1C2y, active type)

ere (3 sg. f. iro o, 1 sg. erek/ ere k) — ye ore — l’a r to look for; to try’
(LESLAU 1938: 190)

40 Besides, the form ks yk is attested, borrowed from C1C2y, active type.

41 Alongside nef yo (borrowed from the C1C2y paradigm).

42 Alongside bedo o (borrowed from the active type).

43 Alongside edo o (borrowed from the active type).
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*lebe (3 sg. f. libo o44) — *yelobe — *lilb to be in season (a female goat)’
(CSOL I 600, not in LESLAU 1938)

ene (3 sg. f. ino o, 1 sg. anek/ ane k45) — ye ane — li n to be jealous;
to be envious’ (cf. áne above under C1C2 , active)

nefe (3 sg. f. nifo o46, 1 sg. nefek/nefe k) — yenofe — linf to be pinked’ (cf.
n  above under C1C2y, inactive; nofe to pink’ above under C1C2 , active)

ebe (3 sg. f. ibo o, 1 sg. ebek/ ebe k) — ye obe — li b to believe’ (LESLAU
1938: 410)

eme (3 sg. f. imo o, 1 sg. mik47) — ye ame — li m to be thirsty’ (cf. mi
above under C1C2y inactive)

C1yC3

er — ya yer/ya yur — l’a y r/l’a yur to be blind’ (LESLAU 1938: 30348)

ayhe  — ya yhe  — l’a yha  to dive’ (LESLAU 1938: 301)

eyyom — ya yem/ya yom — l’a y m/l’a yom to be ugly’ (cf. LESLAU
1938: 172)

eyya  — ya ye  — l’a ya  to sew’ (LESLAU 1938: 17249)

k yyol — yekyel/yekyol — liky l/likyol to measure’ (LESLAU 1938: 217)

eyyol — ye yel/ye yol — li y l/li yol to be high’ (not in LESLAU 1938)

m yyos — yemyes/yemyos — limy s/limyos to be thin’ (LESLAU 1938: 243)

ni /neyha  — yenyha  — linyha  to be glad, merry’ (LESLAU 1938: 266)

r yyom — yeryem — liry m/liryom to be long’ (LESLAU 1938: 399)

seyyod — yesyed — lisy d/lisyod to be rich’ (LESLAU 1938: 284)

44 The verb is not used in the masculine. The non-existing basic form of the perfect
can be indirectly elicited from 3 pl. f. lebe they were in season’.

45 Instead of the expected * ene( )k. Both of the actually attested variants are likely
borrowed from the active type.

46 Alongside nefe, borrowed from C1C2y, active type.

47 Borrowed from C1C2y, inactive type.

48 The clearly audible presence of u (rather than o) in the imperfect and jussive ba-
ses is noteworthy and remains to be explained.

49 LESLAU (1938: 172) lists eyom ne pas voloir, mepriser’, with reference to
MÜLLER 1905: 33212: t ereden wa- a t ayemen Sie trinken und verschmähen’s
nicht’. The meaning to despise’ has been con rmed by our informants for the ca-
suative stem ayem (ye ayom/l’a y m).
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eyyom — ye yem — li y m to fast’ (LESLAU 1938: 350)

eyyor — ye yer — li y r/li yor to be few, little’ (CSOL I 662)

C1VC3, active type

ad (3 sg. f. edo, 1 sg. ak) — predicative element indicating the
continuation of an action/state (LESLAU 1938: 30250)

od (3 sg. f. ado51, 1 sg. odk) — yo od — l’a ad52 to walk, to go’ (LESLAU
1938: 301)

e (3 sg. f. e o, 1 sg. ekk) — ye e — li a to harm, to hurt’ (not in
LESLAU 1938)

em (3 sg. f. emo, 1 sg. emk) — ye em — li am to cover’ (not in LESLAU
1938)

gez (3 sg. f. gezo, 1 sg. gozk) — yegez — lig z to be able to reach something’
(CSOL I 549)
yheb (3 sg. f. yhebo, 1 sg. yhobk) — yeyheb — lih b/lihob to be warm’ (LESLAU
1938: 410)
yhed (3 sg. f. yhedo, 1 sg. yhedk) — yeyhed — lih d to shut in’ (cf. below under
C1C2C2, active type)
yhel (3 sg. f. yhelo, 1 sg. yholk) — yeyhel/yeyhol — lih l/lihol to dig’ (LESLAU
1938: 143)

es (3 sg. f. eso, 1 sg. esk) — ye es — li s to dig’ (cf. below under C1C2C2,
active type)

es (3 sg. f. eso, 1 sg. esk) — ye es — li s53 to help’ (LESLAU 1938: 168)

ka (3 sg. f. ko o, 1 sg. ka k) — yeka — lika to repeat, to do again’
(LESLAU 1938: 217)

kol (3 sg. f. k lo, 1 sg. kolk) — yekal — likal54 to be capable’ (LESLAU 1938:
214)

kon (3 sg. f. kano, 1 sg. kank) — yeken — likan55 to be’ (LESLAU 1938: 215)

ez (3 sg. f. ezo, 1 sg. azk) — ye az — li az to persuade’ (not in LESLAU
1938)

50 An irregular verb with defective paradigm (no imperfect/jussive).

51 Instead of the expected edo.

52 Alongside l’a ad, borrowed from the causative paradigm.

53 Alongside l’a s, borrowed from the causative paradigm.

54 Alongside l’akal, borrowed from the causative paradigm.

55 Alongside l’ak n, borrowed from the causative paradigm.
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med (3 sg. f. medo, 1 sg. medk) — yemed — lim d to stretch’ (cf. below
under C1C2C2, active type)

a (3 sg. f. o o, 1 sg. a k) — ye a /ye e — li a to do something well; to
be sound’ (not in LESLAU 1938; cf. below under C1C2C2, active type)

sel (3 sg. f. selo, 1 sg. selk) — yesel/yesol — lis l/lisol to take’ (not in LESLAU
1938; cf. below under C1C2C2, active type)

C1VC3, active/inactive

ef (3 sg. f. efo/ fo, 1 sg. efk) — ye ef — li f to destroy’ (not in LESLAU
1938)

C1C2C2, active

ef (3 sg. f. efo, 1 sg. efk) — ye fef — li f f to go up’ (not in LESLAU 1938)

eb (3 sg. f. ebo, 1 sg. ebk) — ya beb — l’a b b to defecate’ (LESLAU 1938:
293)

en (3 sg. f. eno, 1 sg. enk) — ya nen — l’a n n to pull’ (LESLAU 1938:
317)

er (3 sg. f. ero, 1 sg. erk) — ya rer — l’a r r to block’ (LESLAU 1938:
329)

es (3 sg. f. eso, 1 sg. esk) — ya ses56 — l’a s s57 to stand up’ (LESLAU
1938: 331)

e (3 sg. f. e o, 1 sg. e k) — ya e — l’a a to swallow’ (LESLAU 1938:
305)

be (3 sg. f. bö o, 1 sg. be k) — yeb e — l’ib a to be visible, to shine’
(LESLAU 1938: 93)

del (3 sg. f. delo, 1 sg. delk/dolk) — yellol — lidl l/lill l to take’ (LESLAU
1938: 128)

den (3 sg. f. deno, 1 sg. donk) — yednen — lidn n to be sad’ (LESLAU 1938:
130)

fer (3 sg. f. fero, 1 sg. ferk) — yefrer — lifr r to y’ (LESLAU 1938: 342)

fes (3 sg. f. fso, 1 sg. fesk) — yefses — lifs s to be scattered’ (not in LESLAU
1938)
yhed (3 sg. f. yhedo, 1 sg. yhedk) — yehded — lihd d to shut in’ (LESLAU
1938: 141; cf. above under C1VC3, active type)

56 Alongside the irregular ya se.

57 Alongside the irregular l’a s .
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en (3 sg. f. eno, 1 sg. enk) — ye nen — l’a n n to give in abundance’
(LESLAU 1938: 183)

es (3 sg. f. eso, 1 sg. esk) — ya ses — l’a s s to dig’ (LESLAU 1938: 184;
cf. above under C1VC3, active type)

es (3 sg. f. eso, 1 sg. esk) — ya ses — l’a s s to graze’ (not in LESLAU
1938)

e (3 sg. f. e o, 1 sg. e k) — ya e — l’a a to search for grass’ (not in
LESLAU 1938)

ez (3 sg. f. ezo, 1 sg. ezk) — ya zez — l’a z z to slaughter’ (LESLAU
1938: 169)

eb (3 sg. f. ebo, 1 sg. ebk) — ye beb — li b b to roast’ (LESLAU 1938:
365)

al (3 sg. f. elo, 1 sg. alk) — ye lol — li l l to be young’ (LESLAU 1938:
375)

er (3 sg. f. ero, 1 sg. erk) — ye rer — li r r to boil (tr.)’ (CSOL I 592)

e  (3 sg. f. e o, 1 sg. e k) — ye e  — li  to cut’ (LESLAU 1938: 383)

lef (3 sg. f. lefo, 1 sg. lefk) — yelfef — lilf f to eat much and quickly’ (CSOL I
601)

med (3 sg. f. medo, 1 sg. medk) — yemded — limd d to stretch’ (LESLAU
1938: 238; cf. above under C1VC3, active)

me (3 sg. f. me o, 1 sg. me k) — yem e — lim a to suck’ (LESLAU 1938:
249)

ne (3 sg. f. ne o, 1 sg. ne k) — yen e — lin a to tremble’ (LESLAU 1938:
265; cf. below under C1C2C2, inactive)

res (3 sg. f. reso, 1 sg. resk) — yerses — lirs s to hurl stones’ (CSOL I 637)

rez (3 sg. f. rezo, 1 sg. rezk) — yerzez — lirz z to treat wounds with warm
water’ (CSOL I 639)

sef (3 sg. f. sfo, 1 sg. sefk) — yesfef — lisf f to sweep away; to drive (cattle)’
(not in LESLAU 1938)

ser (3 sg. f. sero, 1 sg. serk) — yesrer — lisr r to throw’ (not in LESLAU
1938)

a (3 sg. f. o o, 1 sg. a k) — ye e — li a to do something well; to be
sound’ (not in LESLAU 1938; cf. above under C1VC3, active type)

e  (3 sg. f. e o, 1 sg. ekk) — ye e  — li a  to shout’ (CSOL I 650)

er (3 sg. f. ero, 1 sg. erk) — ye rer— li r r to throw out’ (LESLAU 1938: 358)
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et (3 sg. f. eto, 1 sg. etk) — ye tet — li t t to look, to see’ (LESLAU 1938:
156; cf. below under C1C2C2, inactive)

sek (3 sg. f. sko, 1 sg. sekk) — yeskek — lisk k to string small cuts of meat on
a wooden stick’ (LESLAU 1938: 429)

sel (3 sg. f. selo, 1 sg. selk) — yeslel/yeslol — lisl l to take’ (not in LESLAU
1938; cf. above under C1VC3, active type)

teb (3 sg. f. tebo, 1 sg. tebk) — yetbeb — litb b to drool’ (cf. LESLAU 1938:
438)

ter (3 sg. f. tero, 1 sg. terk) — yetrer — litr r to throw’ (CSOL I 678; cf.
LESLAU 1938: 446)

er (3 sg. f. ero, 1 sg. erk) — ye rer — li r r to precipitate’ (CSOL I 702)

eb (3 sg. f. ebo, 1 sg. ebk) — ye beb — li b b to roast’ (cf. LESLAU 1938:
359)

al (3 sg. f. alo, 1 sg. alk) — ye ol — li al/li ol to be out of order’
(LESLAU 1938: 362)

C1C2C2, inactive

e (3 sg. f. o, 1 sg. e k) — ye e — li( ) a to be afraid’ (LESLAU 1938:

55)

e (3 sg. f. o, 1 sg. e k) — ya e — l’a a to be strong’ (LESLAU 1938:
323)

ber (3 sg. f. b ro, 1 sg. bek58), predicative element with the meaning already;
indeed’ (LESLAU 1938: 9759)

ne (3 sg. f. n o, 1 sg. ne k) — yen e — lin a to tremble’ (cf. above under
C1C2C2, active type)

et (3 sg. f. to, 1 sg. etk) — ye tet — li t t to look, to see’ (cf. above under
C1C2C2, active type)

eb (3 sg. f. bo, 1 sg. ebk) — ye beb — li b b to believe; to be sure’
(LESLAU 1938: 198)

ef (3 sg. f. fo, 1 sg. efk) — ye fef — li f f/li fof to be thin’ (LESLAU 1938:
207)

e (3 sg. f. o, 1 sg. ekk) — ye e — li a to be ground, pulverized’ (not
in LESLAU 1938)

58 With an irregular assimilation: *b rk > b k(k).

59 An irregular verb with defective paradigm (no imperfect and jussive).
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Appendix Two: an etymological survey of verbs C1C2y and C1C2

As we have seen above, the verbal classes C1C2 and C1C2y in Soqotri are, in
spite of a certain trend towards merger and variation, rather neatly opposed
to each other on the synchronic level. Is this opposition valid also from the
diachronic (etymological) point of view? Do the Soqotri C1C2y and C1C2

classes faithfully re ect their Semitic ancestors or are we rather faced with
secondary re-distribution, either arbitrary or following some hitherto undis-
covered rules of historical morphology? To answer this question, a brief ety-
mological survey of the extant Soqotri material has been undertaken.

1. Reliable re exes of Soqotri verbs C1C2y going back to Common Semitic
C1C2y or C1C2w verbs include 19 examples: e e to harm, to hurt’
< * w (LANE 1863–1893: 2117), li to be high, tall’ < * lw/* ly
(KOEHLER et al. 2001: 828), bene to build’ < *bny (ibid. 139), be e to
weep’ < *bky (ibid. 129), dele to weigh’ < *dlw (LESLAU 1987: 132),
fede to help, to provide abundantly’ < *pdy (ibid. 155), f le to seek; to
delouse’ < *ply (MILITAREV – KOGAN 2005: 231), f ni to turn one’s
face’ < *pnw (KOEHLER et al. 2001: 937), f ti to ejaculate’ < *ptw
(LESLAU 1987: 171), yha e to irrigate’ < * y (KOEHLER et al. 2001:
1639), k ri to be short’ < *kry (BROCKELMANN 1928: 342), ale to
roast’ < * lw/* ly (KOEHLER et al. 2001: 1101), a e to cut o ’
< * w/* y (ibid. 1120), n i to forget’ < *n y (ibid. 728), re e to
pasture’ < *r y (ibid. 1258), re e to take one’s livestock to upper areas’
< *r y (LANE 1863–1893: 1140), re i to be glad’ < *r w (KOEHLER et
al. 2001: 1280), e e to run’ < * y (LANE 1863–1893: 1366), t ri to be
wet’ < * ry (LANE 1863–1893: 336).

2. Reliable examples of Soqotri verbs C1C2 going back to Common Semitic
C1C2 prototypes are 10: ege to beat’ < *wg (LESLAU 1987: 607), e a
to grow (plants)’ < *w (KOEHLER et al. 2001: 425), bede to begin’
< *bd (LANE 1863–1893: 163), gose to belch’ < *gs (MILITAREV –
KOGAN 2000: 283–284), yhode to calm down’ < *hd (LESLAU 1987:
214), kole to turn’ < *kl (ibid. 281), kese to nd’ < *ks (KOGAN
2015: 560–561), ane to be jealous’ < * n (LESLAU 1987: 433), are
to read’ < * r (KOEHLER et al. 2001: 1128), mole to ll’ < *ml (ibid.
583).

3. In 4 cases, a diachronic shift from *C1C2 to C1C2y is certain: bede to tell
lies’ < *bd (KOEHLER et al. 2001: 109), m li to be lled’ < *ml (ibid.
583), mi to be thirsty’ < * m (ibid. 1032) and m a to reach’ < *m
(ibid. 619). It is probably not accidental that in the three latter, most ob-
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vious cases inactive verbs are involved: one can surmize that the shift
*  > y (yotation) was triggered by the presence of i in the base.

4. In 3 cases, we are faced with a diachronic shift from *C1C2y to C1C2 : ete
to pass by’ < * ty/* tw (LESLAU 1987: 46), ere to look for; to try’
< * ry (LANE 1863–1893: 557, JOHNSTONE 1981: 115) and nofe to
pink’ < *npy (LESLAU 1987: 390). Only the rst comparison is fully re-
liable.

We may conclude that the opposition between C1C2y and C1C2 is generally
valid also in diachronic terms: deviations from the etymologically predicted
distribution are uncommon.

In view of the well-known etymological opaqueness of the MSA vocabu-
lary as a whole, it is not surprising to discover that many of the relevant ex-
amples are obscure from the etymological point of view.

The rst group of such cases is represented by Soqotri verbs with reliable
parallels in other MSA languages, but no further Semitic cognates: *d ni to
conceive’ (KOGAN 2015: 551), fe e to dress oneself’ (ibid. 567), fse to
lunch’ (ibid. 568), g zi to despair’ (JOHNSTONE 1987: 130, 1981: 82), yh le
to shut in a calf’ (JOHNSTONE 1981: 97), yhene to plant’ (KOGAN 2015:
571), gere to look for’ (JOHNSTONE 1987: 125, 1981: 77), e e to open’
(JOHNSTONE 1987: 139), ane to feed’ (KOGAN 2015: 561), are to hide’
(ibid. 562), lebe to be in season’ (JOHNSTONE 1987: 251), l h to bleat’
(KOGAN 2015: 563), *l si to rain’ (ibid. 543–544), l zi to be inclined’
(JOHNSTONE 1987: 260), ne e to burn’ (KOGAN 2015: 541), re e to lick’
(ibid. 595), rese to tie’ (JOHNSTONE 1987: 330, 1981: 216), ske to seek’
(JOHNSTONE 1981: 25160), tebe to moo, to low’ (KOGAN 2015: 574). In
each case, the standard dictionaries of Mehri and Jibbali attribute the cor-
responding cognate lexemes to the C1C2y class (which, with the exception of
lebe to be in season’, would agree with the synchronic morphological attri-
bution in Soqotri), but since the opposition between C1C2y and C1C2 in the
continental MSA is still understudied61, it seems safer not to rely on the data
of these languages if no external con rmation is at hand.

60 Since the Jibbali cognate means to look all day long to see if any animals are
missing’, one is tempted to further compare the widespread Aramaic root sky to
look, to gaze, to wait’ (see KOEHLER et al. 2001: 1326 for concrete forms) as
well as Geez maskot window’ (LESLAU 1987: 365).

61 Thus, in Jibbali the two classes appear to be largely merged together according
to RUBIN 2014: 202–205 (and cf. JOHNSTONE 1981: 78: “Di erentiation of

nal ’ and w/y is weak”). The Mehri facts exposed in RUBIN 2010: 158–159 are
too scanty for a serious conclusion.
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To the second group, speci cally Soqotri unica are to be attributed: ti
to grow weak’62, be e to bleat’, defe to be deaf’, deme to sleep’, gebe to be
able; to overcome’, ede to carry’, le to go down’63, k i to remain’, l e
to join a kid to a goat other than its mother for suckling’64, l ti to meet’,
m di to be wearied’65, m i to be nished’, n gi to fail to meet one’s expecta-
tions’, rene to curse’, sebe to transfer one’s family temporarily to another
place’, sefe to cleanse’66, sele to follow’, ebe to believe’, ese to take, to ac-
cept’, ze e to take’, zoke to be sad’.
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